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Constantine Stathopoulos has asserted that a distinction needs to be made between GREEK LETTER
KOPPA and GREEK NUMERAL KOPPA. This distinction is based in his assertion that a Q-shaped
KOPPA is used in text, but a Z-shaped KOPPA is used as a numeral in modern Greek practice – and
that modern Greek users do not recognize the identity of the two signs. In this document I will
examine the evidence to hand. (Stathopoulos prefers the term “sigmoid KOPPA” to “Z-shaped
KOPPA”, but I consider the latter to be more convenient in English.)
Cook 1987 presents a convenient table with 5 archaic Greek alphabets.

Note the letters DIGAMMA, SAN (> SAMPI), and Q-shaped KOPPA. Note also the capital and
small versions of these letters (but not SAN) in the modern Greek typeface on the left.
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Cook 1987 also gives a convenient summary of the letters used numerically:

Note the use of DIGAMMA as 6, Q-shaped KOPPA as 90, and SAMPI as 900.
Threatte 1996 gives a similar summary of the letters used numerically:

Note the use of DIGAMMA, STIGMA, and SIGMA-TAU as 6, Q-shaped KOPPA as 90, and SAMPI as
900. When DIGAMMA was lost, STIGMA seems to have been substituted for it. When STIGMA is not
available, SIGMA-TAU was often substituted – but note that in ºïùíáòéáîï÷ et al. 1986 FINAL
SIGMA is regularly substituted for STIGMA for 6:
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Powell 1996 gives an interesting example of an early Greek abecedary, and gives a transcription
of the capital letters of the original into small letters. All of these letters are small letters (including
DIGAMMA, the unusual ETA, SAN and Q-shaped KOPPA), though in this particular font (which looks
like Victor Scholderer’s “Neo-Hellenic”) the SAN looks like a capital MU and the KOPPA’s stem does
not descend below the baseline. As capitals in the original inscription all the letters would seem to
be intended to align.

A certain inelegance in design of archaic letters like these is common (with all respect to
Scholderer) because of their relative unfamiliarity and lack of traditional development. I have
received similar comments on the design of archaic Georgian characters from experts in Georgian.
In the Annex, Yannis Haralambous gives a number of interesting modern designs for these letters.
Speaking as a typographer, I like them all well enough, except for the reversed capital RHO used for
capital KOPPA, which seems to me to be a wildly inauthentic interpretation, given, for instance,
Powell’s sample shown above.
Liddell 1972 (1889) shows a tall capital Q-shaped KOPPA with tail below the baseline in their
definition of the word. Note also how the reader is referred to STAU (< WAU = DIGAMMA) and SAMPI.

Smyth 1984 (1920) shows capital and small DIGAMMA, a Q-shaped KOPPA of indeterminate
(probably upper) case, and a SAMPI of indeterminate case.
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¢èíèôòáëï÷ 1964 gives definitions of SAN and KOPPA, showing (apparently) capital versions of

the letters.

Capital and small Q-shaped KOPPA with capital and small Z-shaped KOPPA, from the font
“TmsU14ttPF-Rom” by Production First Software (provided by John Fiscella). The characters are
aligned to the drawn baseline. The evidence suggests that the Z-shaped KOPPA can also descend
below the baseline.

The Ilios Encyclopædic Lexicon shows both glyphs; the Z-shaped KOPPA has a different shape
than one usually sees (it looks to be rotated 180°). The text describes how KOPPA was used before
OMEGA and UPSILON, and how KAPPA was used before ALPHA and EPSILON. It does not mention the
difference in the glyphs specifically.
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Haarmann 1990 presents a table with the Phoenician prototype, 3 archaic Greek alphabets, and
an early classical Greek alphabet. The archaic Greek alphabets show DIGAMMA, SAN, and Q-shaped
KOPPA, while the classical Greek alphabet shows (what appears to be) STIGMA, SAMPI, and a
prototypical Z-shaped KOPPA (see “The Missing Link” below).

The Z-shaped KOPPA has been used officially in Greek legislative texts since 1821. Given here is
a sample of a text published in 1984; the number shown is 696, where SIGMA-TAU is used in place
of STIGMA. According to Stathopoulos, in legislative contexts, the Q-shaped KOPPA is unknown.
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Smyth 1984 (1920) and Æòéáîôáæùììéäè÷ 1988 (left and centre) give lists of numerals in Greek.
Both show STIGMA for 6 and SAMPI for 900; Smyth shows Q-shaped KOPPA and Æòéáîôáæùììéäè÷
shows Z-shaped KOPPA for 90. Barry 1997 (right) gives the Library of Congress romanization for
Greek, and shows STIGMA and SIGMA-TAU for 6, Z-shaped KOPPA for 90, and SAMPI for 900.

Faulmann 1990 (1880) shows DIGAMMA or STIGMA for 6, Q-shaped KOPPA for 90, and SAMPI for
900.

The New Hellenic font contains a number of interesting glyphs, such as capital/small STIGMA, Zshaped KOPPA, SAMPI, capital lunate EPSILON, small “missing-link” KOPPA (or STIGMA?), small
STIGMA, small/capital DIGAMMA, small/capital arrow-shaped SAMPI (?), a kind of square bracket, Qshaped KOPPA, and variants of BETA, ZETA, THETA, and an indeterminate sign (Macrakis 1996:143).
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Mylonas’ Euclid fonts contain a range of archaic Greek letters: note capital and small ligature OU,
small DIGAMMA, STIGMA, SAMPI, Z-shaped KOPPA, and a DELTA-RHO ligature used in the last
century for the measure drami, which Mylonas proposes to be used for the DRACHMA SIGN
(Macrakis 1996:234).

The Missing Link
The texts examined show that Q-shaped KOPPA can be found in both alphabetic and numeric
contexts, but they do not show Z-shaped KOPPA in alphabetic use at all. What appears to have
happened is that Q-shaped KOPPA became written more or less in a single penstroke, and that later
the curved bowl of the KOPPA became straightened.
An example of this can be seen in Derolez’s 1954 reproduction of a Greek alphabet in a text called
De origine litterarum, appearing in a set of manuscripts dating from the early 9th century onwards.
Though the names of the Greek letters were distorted during the manuscript copying, one can see
STIGMA (called EPISINON here) for 65 (VI), a transitional KOPPA (called COFE here) for 90
(LXXXX), and SAMPI (called ENNACOSE here) for 900 (DCCCC).

Note that â GOTHIC LETTER NINETY and ë GOTHIC LETTER NINE HUNDRED were based on the
same graphemic model as the original source for De origine litterarum.
Perhaps most interesting with regard to the development of Q-shaped KOPPA to Z-shaped KOPPA
is the setting of this “open” KOPPA in type, in 17th- and 18th-century Greek texts.
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Text reading áøqâ‹. ¹ïùìÝÖö éâ‹. (1692 Ioulío 12), in a bookplate belonging to Chioti
‹
Pantaleontos Kalliarchos,
Plate 143 (from ºïùíáòéáîï÷ et al. 1986). The full sample is shown
following.

Text reading áãqõ‹. ªåðôåíâòÝïù éç‹. (1799 Septemvríou 13), date of the publication of
‹
¶ðéôïíÜ °ùçïùóôÝîïù
, Plate 125 (from ºïùíáòéáîï÷ et al. 1986). The full sample is shown
following.
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Conclusion
Although the Q-shaped KOPPA and Z-shaped KOPPA are identical historically, they have diverged
in modern use. Stathopoulos’ assertion that Q-shaped KOPPA would not be understood in legislative
contexts should be taken seriously, and two new characters, GREEK CAPITAL LETTER NUMERIC
KOPPA and GREEK SMALL LETTER NUMERIC KOPPA should be added to the UCS. Although both Qshaped KOPPA and Z-shaped KOPPA can be found with numeric values, this does not significantly
add any ambiguity to the situation, since both SIGMA and DIGAMMA are used with numeric values
– and STIGMA would never be used to represent /w/ in early Greek dialect texts. I would consider
that glyph-selection techniques (as opposed to character encoding) would not, ultimately, satisfy the
user community with regard to these forms (since they do not generally recognize the identity of the
characters), and that therefore the new characters should be added to the UCS.
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Annex: A paper by Yannis Haralambous contributing to the discussion.
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